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1 In continuation of « Sino-Hvatanica Petersburgensia (part I) » (see *Abs. Ir.* 24, c.r. n° 12), K. publishes here an edition with translation, commentary, and facsimiles of the last five of six unpublished Chinese-Khotanese eighth-century bilingual secular documents from Gaysāta to the east of Khotan now kept in the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences (mss. Дх 18916, 18927, 18930-18931, and 1461). He also takes the opportunity of this article to correct the numerous misprints in part 1 by re-publishing an edition and translation of the contract studied there. Note the loanword Дх 18916r1 and 18927.5 tcyāñ.common('nā ← Chin. jiangjun 將軍 “general”.'
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